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SEYMOUR GINSBURG AND JONATHAN GOLDSTINE* 
Computer Science Program, University of Southern California, 
Los Angeles, California 90007 
A study is made of conditions on a language L which ensure that the smallest 
intersection-closed full AFL containing L (written ~c~(L)) does or does not 
contain all recursively enumerable languages. For example, it is shown that if 
L = {a'i/i >/ O} and lirn,~ inf(n,+l/n,) > 1, then ~c~(L) contains all recur- 
sively enumerable languages. On the other hand, it is shown that if L C a* 
and the ratio of the number of words in L of length less than n to n goes to 1 
as n --~ 0% then ~c~(L) does not contain all recursively enumerable languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Minsky (1961) it was shown that the family of r.e. languages coincides 
with the family of languages accepted by arbitrary 2-counter acceptors. 
By a result from Greibach and Ginsburg (1972), this may be interpreted as 
saying that if 5e is the AFL of 1-counter languages, then the smallest full 
AFL  containing each language L~ n L2, L1 and L 2 in S¢, is the family of r.e. 
languages. In Hartmanis and Hopcroft (1970), this result was generalized 
to show that if ~ and ~ are AFL containing {anb n In >/0}, then the 
smallest full AFL  containing each language L 1 c3 L 2 , L 1 in ~c~a 1 nd L2 in 4 ,  
contains all r.e. languages. This, in turn, implies that the smallest inter- 
section-closed full AFL  containing {anb'~/n >~ 0} is the family of r.e. lan- 
guages. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the last mentioned 
result. Specifically, the aim is to seek conditions on a language L which 
guarantee that the smallest intersection-closed full AFL  containing L does, 
or does not, contain all r.e. languages. 
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The paper is divided into three sections and a rather formidable appendix. 
Section 1 reviews the concepts of languages which are needed. Section 2 
presents two sets of conditions on a language L, each of which guarantees 
that the smallest intersection-closed full AFL  containing L contains all 
r.e. languages. The first set of conditions is that (i) L C a'b*, (ii) there 
exists a positive integer k such that for all i, #({j/a~b J inL})~< k, and 
(iii) {j/aib J in L for some i} is infinite. Using the first set, the following second 
set of conditions is obtained: (iv) L is infinite, (v) L = {a~,/i ~ 0}, and 
(vi) lira inf(ni+i/ni) > 1. 
i~0o 
Section 3 presents a sufficient condition on a language L __C a* in order that 
the smallest intersection-closed full AFL  containing L not contain all r.e. 
languages. The condition is that 
lim #({a~ in L/O ~< i < n}) = 1. 
n-~co n 
As an example, the language L ---- a* -- {a~?n ~ 1} satisfies the sufficiency 
condition. Finally, the appendix is concerned with a technical lemma neces- 
sary for the proof of this result. As such, the appendix may be omitted by 
those readers not overly concerned with proofs. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall be dealing throughout this paper with certain families of lan- 
guages. In this section, we shall review the main concepts of interest o us. 
In general, we shall assume an elementary knowledge of formal language 
theory. The reader is referred to Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) for all 
unexplained notation and definitions. 
We first recall the notions of "language" and "family of languages." 
DEFINITION. A language is a set L for which there exists a finite set Z i of 
abstract symbols such that i L C Zl*. 
DEFINITION. A family of languages is a pair (27, S£), or S£ when X is 
understood, where 
i For each set 27 i , 27i* is the free semigroup with identity ~ generated by 27 i . Each 
element of 27i* is called a word or string (of 271" ).
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(i) Z' is an infinite set of abstract symbols, 
(ii) each L in ~ is a language, with L C_ IL* for some finite subset 2J L 
of X, and 
(iii) L v ~ 2~ for some L in ~.  
Henceforth, l will always denote a given infinite set of symbols, and 27 
with a subscript a finite subset of I .  All symbols given or constructed, and 
then used in a language, will be assumed to be in 27. 
The notion of a family of languages is usually too general a concept to 
obtain significant results. In Ginsburg and Greibach (1969), families of 
languages having several additional properties were introduced and shown 
to be fruitful for the study of families of languages treated in computer 
science. These families of languages, called AFL, are the following: 
DEFINITION. An abstract family of languages (AFL) is a family of lan- 
guages closed under the operations of union, concatenation, +,~ e-free 
homomorphism, ~ inverse homomorphisln, and intersection with regular 
sets. A full AFL is an AFL  closed under arbitrary homomorphism. 
We shall be dealing exclusively with full AFL  in the sequel. 
NOTATION. Let ~r.e. be the family of recursively enumerable (r.e.) 
languages. 
Then ~..e. is a full AFL. Also, ~r.e. is closed under intersection, i.e., 
i fL  1 andLe are in ~r.e. then so isL i c~L~. 
In Minsky (1961), it was shown that £¢r.e. is the family of languages 
accepted by arbitrary 2-counter acceptors. This result may be interpreted 
[Greibach and Ginsburg (1972)] as saying that if £~l is the family of 1-counter 
languages, then the smallest full AFL  containing each language in 4 ~c 1 ^  ~a i 
is Sr.e. • This result was generalized in Hartmanis and Hopcroft (1970) to 
the following: 
THEOREM 1. l. I f  ~¢1 and ~ are AFL containing {anb~/n >/0}, then the 
smallest full AFL containing each language in ~ ^ ~ contains each r.e. 
language. 
NOTATION. For each language L, let ~(L )  be the smallest full AFL  
containing L and closed under intersection. 
2 A + = U~>i  Aq 
A homomorphism h from l i*  into 273* is said to be e-free if h(x) = e implies x = ~. 
4 For families ~cP i and ~2 of languages, ~¢i ^  ~°2 = {Li n L2/L i in ~i ,  L2 in 4}. 
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Obviously ~r~(L) always exists. 
Since ~r.e. is closed under intersection and {anbn/n ~ 0} is r.e., 5 Theo- 
rem 1.1 yields, as a special case, 
T~EOREM 1.2. For L = {a~b'/n >~ 0}, ~:n(L) = 50r.e. • 
The latter theorem was the starting point for the present investigation. 
It suggested a search for (a) conditions on a language L such that ~r~(L) ~_ ~cfr.e" 
and (b) conditions on a language L such that 3c~(L) ~ ~r.e. • The results of 
the subsequent study are presented in the ensuing sections. 
2. gn(L) ~_ ~r.e. 
In this section we present wo sets of conditions on a language L, each 
of which guarantees that ~c~(L) contains all r.e. languages. The first set is 
that (i) L C a'b*,  (ii) there exists a positive integer k such that for all i, G 
#({j /a ib j in L)) ~ k, and (iii) {j/aib j in L for some i) is infinite. The second 
set is that (iv)L is infinite, (v)L : {a~/i >/0}, and (vi) l im~ inf(ni+l/ni) > 1. 
Turning to the first set, we need a slight generalization of Theorem 1.2. 
LnMMA 2.1. For each infinite subset L of {a~bn/n ~ 0}, ~c~(L) contains 
all r.e. languages. 
Proof. Since ~c~({a~b"/n ~ 0})- :  ~r.e. by Theorem 1.2, it suffices to 
show that {a~b~/n >~ 0} is in ~n(L). To this end let h 1 and h 2 be the homo- 
morphisms on {a, b, c, d}* defined by h~(c) = a, h~(a) = hl(d ) = b, hl(b ) = e, 
h2(c ) = a, h2(a ) = ~, and h~(d) = h2(b ) ---- b. Let 
Then 
L' = h~l(L) ~ h~l(L) (~ c*a*d*b*. 
L' : {c~aJdkb~/aib j+~ in L, aib k+~ in L) 
= {ciaJd~b~/i ~-- j + k = k + l, aib i in L} 
: -  {da~di-Jb~/aib i in L, 0 ~ j ~ i}. 
Let h be the homomorphism on {a, b, e, d}* defined by h(a) ~ a, h(b) ~ b, 
and h(c) ~- h(d) : E. Since L is infinite, h(L') ~ {aJbJ/j ~ 0}. Clearly h(L') 
is in ~Tn(L). 
We are now ready for our first major result. 
5 In fact, {a'~bn/n ~ 0} is context free. 
For each set E, #(E)  is the number  of elements in E if finite and is infinite other- 
wise. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For each language L contained in a 'b*  and each i >~ 0, let 
co L L i {b3/a~b j in L}. Suppose that 0,=0 i is infinite and there exists a positive 
integer h such that #(L i )  ~ h for all i. Then ~(L )  contains all r.e. languages. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on h. Suppose h = 1. Let h 1 and h 2 be 
the homomorphisms on {a, b, c}* defined by hl(c ) = a, hl(a ) = b, hl(b ) = e, 
h~(c) = a, h2(a ) = e, and h~(b) ~ b. Let L '  = hf l (L)  n h~(L)  n c*a*b*. 
Then 
L' = {cia~bt/a~b  in L, a'b z in L} 
= {cia~bt/b J in L , ,  b t in L i for some i} 
= {ciaJbJ/b j in L~ for some i}, 
L the last equality holding because #(L,)~< 1. Since [.)i=0 i is infinite, 
{j/cia3b j in L '  for some i} is infinite. Then 
L" = {MbJ/bJ in L, for some i} 
is infinite and is in ~n(L). By Lemma 2.1, ~c~(L") contains all r.e. languages. 
Since L" is in ~n(L), o~n(L) contains all r.e. languages. 
Now suppose that m > 1 and that the theorem is true for all k, 1 ~< k < m. 
Consider the case when k = m. Let S = U{L~/#(Li)  > 1}. Two alternatives 
arise. 
(=) S is finite. Let L'  = L - -  a* S. Then 7 L i' = L i - -  S for each i. Since 
~ L ' Ui=oLi is infinite and S is finite, Ui=0 i is infinite. Furthermore, for each i, 
if #(L~) ~< 1 then #(L, ')  ~< #(L~) ~ 1; and if #(L;) > 1 then L, C S and 
L~' =L~ -- S = ~.  Thus the case k = 1 applies toL~', so that ~c~(L') D ~qOr.e.. 
Since S is finite, L'  is in ffr~(L). Hence ~r~(L) D_ ~r.e. • 
(fi) S is infinite. Let L' = L n Lb +. Then 
Li'  = {b~/a*b ~ in L and a*b ~ in L for some l < j} 
---- {bJ in L i / j  > l for some b * in Li}. 
Since S is infinite, there are arbitrarily large j such that b e is in some L i with 
#(L i )  > 1. For each such j ,  either j > l for some b ~ in L i ,  so that b ~ is in 
cO t 
L~'; o r j  < / fo r  some b ~ inL i ,  so b ~ is inL i ' .  In either case, Ui=oLi contains 
arbitrarily long words and thus is infinite. Finally, #(L i '  ) = max{#(L~) - 1, 0}, 
so that #(L i ' )  ~< m-  1. Hence, by induction, ~r~(L')D_ ~r.e. • Since L' is 
in ~r~(L), ~n(L )  D_ ~r.e. . 
7 Recall that in this proof we are using the notation that for each language U C a'b*, 
U, = {b'/a~b ' in U}. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose f and g are strictly increasing functions which map 
the nonnegative integers into themselves. Then ~n(L) contains all the r.e. lan- 
guages, where L = {afI')bg(~)/n ~ 0}. 
Proof. L satisfies Theorem 2.1 for k = 1. 
EXAMPLE. As an illustration of the use of the above corollary, suppose 
p(n) and q(n) are polynomials of positive degree with integral coefficients and 
positive leading terms. Then for large enough m, p(n q- m) and q(n + m) 
are strictly increasing positive-integer-valued functions of n, n >/0. Let 
L,~ =- {a~(~+~')bcln+~)/n >/0}. Then o~n(L~) D ~r.e. by the above corollary. 
Let L = {a~In)bq(~)/n >/O,p(n) >/O, q(n) >/0}. Since L~ =L  - -F ,  where F 
is some finite set, L~ is in g~(L). Thus g~(L)~_ 4 . ° . .  In particular, 
,~c~({an"bn3/n/> 0}) D_ ~r.e. , and since {an"bn~/n ~ 0} is r.e., 
o4"n({a"Zb~8/n >/0}) = ~q°r.e.. 
The previous theorem provides a set of conditions on a language L C_ a'b* 
under which ~n(L )D &Or.e.. The question arises as to what would be an 
analogous et of conditions for a language L C a*. In the above example, we 
saw that ,#r~(L) = ~r.e. forL = {an2bn3/n >/0}. Does o~n({an~/n >/0}) = ~r.e. 
and does o~n({b~2/n >~ 0}) = ~r.e. ? Each of these two questions is still open. 
However, the next theorem shows that ~r~(L) D ~¢r.e. for sufficiently sparse 
one-letter languages. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let L = {a'*/i >/0} be an infinite language contained in a*. 
I f  lim,~o~ inf(ni+l/ni) > 1, then ~n(L) contains all the r.e. languages. 
Proof. Suppose lim,~o~ inf(ni+~/ni) > 1. Then there exist positive integers 
i0, p, and q such that p/q > l and ni+l > (p/q) n, for all i ~ / i  0 . Then for 
i ~/ i  0 and j ~/i0, ni > n~- if and only if i > j. Since p/q > 1, p >/2. Let h 1 
and h a be the homomorphisms on a* defined by hl(a ) ~- b ~-~ and h2(a ) = a ~. 
Let h~ be the homomorphism on {a, b}* defined by h~(a) = h3(b ) = a. Let 
L o = {a~i/i >/io} and 
v = Loh~(Lo) n h~h~(Lo) 
- -  a s in  Lo} .   {arb(~-l)S/r + (p -- 1)s = pt, a ~, a 8, 
Sinee Lo differs from L in only a finite set, ~n(L0) = ~n(L). Then L' is in 
o~n(L0) = ~n(L). It therefore suffices to show that ~n(L')  D_ ~.e . .  
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To complete the proof, we shall show that L '  satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2.1. Let 
S = {(r, s, t)/a ~, a ~, a t in L0, r + (p --  1)s = pt}. 
Then 
L' -- {W'b(*-~)~/(r, s, t) in S for some t}. 
Note that for (r, s, t) in S, r and t uniquely define s. For each r >~ 0, let 
L r' -- {b'/arb ' inL'} = {b~-l)~/(r, s, t) in S for some t}. 
Since p/q > 1, there exists a smallest positive integer k such that (p/q)k > p. 
We shall show that UrLr'  is infinite and that #(L / )  <~ k for all r. From 
Theorem 2.1, it will then follow that ~c~(L') D ~r.e. • 
o9 L t Since ( r , r , r )  is in S i fand  only i f r=n i  for somei~>i  0 U,.~0 r is 
infinite. Now suppose that (r, s, t) is in S. Then r + (p --  1)s = pt, so that 
(p - -  1)s<~pt. Since (p - -  1)>~q, p<~(p- -  1)p/q. Thus (p - -  1)s 
pt <~(p- -1) (p /q) t ,  so that s<~(p/q)t.  Since a s and a t are in L o and 
(ni+l/ni) > (p/q) for each i >~ io, s ~< t. Therefore 
r =pt - - (p - -  1)s >/pt - - (p - -  1)t =t .  
Let r~-n ,  and t=n j  for some i>~i  o and j /> i  o. Then i />] .  Since 
n, >/(plq)~-Snj and (plq)k > p, 
(p/q)i-j t <~ r <~ pt < (P/qF t. 
Hence i --  j < k, so that 
i - - k  < j  <.Gi. 
Therefore, for each r, 
#({t/(r, s, t) in S for some s}) ~< k. 
Since r and t uniquely determine s, 
#({(s, t)/(r, s, t) in S}) ~ k 
for each r. Thus 
#(L / )  = #({s/(r, s, t) in S for some t}) ~< k 
and the proof is complete. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 is that if L = {wi/i >/0} is 
an infinite language over an alphabet Z' L and if s l imi~ ( [wi+ 1 I~ ]wi [) > 1, 
s For  each  word  w, ] w I denotes  the  length  o f  w. 
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then ~n(L)  contains all the r.e. languages. This may be seen by letting h 
be the homomorphism h(x) ~ a for all x in X L and applying Theorem 2.2 
to h(L). 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 2.2 cannot be extended by merely requiring 
ni+l/ni> 1 for all sufficiently large i. For example, if L =a*----  
{an*/ni ~- i, i >/0} then ~c~(L) is the family of regular sets and thus a proper 
subfamily of ~r.e. • However, ni+l/n~ -- (i + 1)/i > 1 for i >/1. 
(2) For each integer k >/2  let L~ ~- {a~/i >/0}. Since l im~ k~+l/k i = 
k > 1 and each Le is r.e., Theorem 2.2 implies that ~c~(Lk) = ~r.e. for each 
k, a result already proved in Goldstine (1970). 
(3) It is shown in Goldstine (1970) that if L is any bounded language, ~ 
hence any language contained in a* or a'b, then o~n(L)l° does not contain 
all the r.e. languages. Therefore the use of arbitrary (as opposed to E-free) 
homomorphisms is essential to all the results in this section. 
3. ? g o. 
In the previous section we saw that ~c~(L) D ~'¢r.e. for a large number of 
languages L. Since o~c~(L) is the family of all regular sets for each regular 
set L, it is natural to inquire whether ~c~(L)D ~ar.e. for every nonregular 
language L. We shall see in the present section that the answer is no. Specif- 
ically, we first show by a diagonal construction that there exist nonregular 
languages L such that 3n(L)  ~ -Wr.e.. This construction is relatively short 
and quite general. By a lengthy argument we next prove that if L is any 
"thick" enough one-letter language, then o~c~(L)~ £¢r.e. • This result con- 
trasts with Theorem 2.2, where we saw that ~n(L) D_ -~r.e. for every "sparse" 
enough one-letter language. 
We now show that there exists a nonregular language L such that o~n(L) 
not only does not contain all r.e. languages but contains as few of them as 
possible. 
NOTATION. Let ~ denote the family of all regular sets. 
THEOREM 3.1. There exists a nonregular language L C_a* such that 
~n(L)  n ~r.e. = ~ (so that gn(L)  does not contain all the r.e. languages). 
9 A language L is said to be bounded if there exist words wl .... , w~ such that 
L _C w l*  . . .  wk*. 
10 o~c~(L ) is the smallest intersection-closed AFL containing L. 
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Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that X is countably 
infinite. Then there are only a countably infinite number of full AFL  opera- 
tions; that is, one operation U, one concatenation peration, one operation -y, 
a countable infinity of operations OR(L ) = L ~ R (one for each regular set R), 
a countable infinity of homomorphisms, and a countable infinity of inverse 
homomorphisms. For each nonempty language L, ~(L )  consists of all 
languages which can be obtained from L by a finite sequence of full AFL  
operations and intersections. This can be formalized as follows. Let G be 
the set of all full AFL  operations 11together with the intersection operation. 
Let F 0 be the set of all operations f ( L )  = O(L,..., L), where O(L 1 ..... L~) is 
an operation in G. 1~ For each n ~ O, let F~+ 1 be the set of all operations 13
f ( L )  = O(fl(L),. . . ,f , ,(L)) , where 0 is an operation in G and each f i  is an 
operation in F n . Let F = Un~>0F~. Clearly F is countably infinite, and 
o~n(L) = { f (L ) / f  in F} for each nonempty language L. 
For each operation O(Lx .... ,Lm) on languages, consider the following 
three conditions: 
(i) 0 is monotone, i.e., if 0 is defined for (L 1 ,..., Lm) andL{ _CLi for each i, 
then 0 is defined for (L~',..., L~') and O(LI', .... L~')  C O(L~ ..... L~). 
(ii) 0 is compact, i.e., O(L~ .... ,L,~) = U{O(LI' , . . . ,L~')/L ; C_Lx , L,' finite, 
1 ~< i ~< m}, providing either side is defined. 
(iii) 0 preserves regularity, i.e., if R1 .... , Rm are regular then O(R 1 , . . ,  R,~) 
is regular if it is defined. 
Since each operation in G satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii), it is easily seen that each 
operation in F also satisfies them)  4 
We now construct a nonregular language L C a* for which 
~(L )  n ~r.e. = ~.  Let 
{R~/i ~ 0} = {R in ~/R C_ a*, R infinite}, 
{Lgi ~ 0} = ~e.  - -  ~ ,  
and 
{f, / i  ~ O} = F. 
21 Note that an operation may be undefined on some languages. For instance, if h 
is a homomorphism from 2~1" into 272" , then h(L) is defined only forL C ZI*. 
1~ Thus m = 1 or 2. For example,/7 o contains the operationf(L) = L • L. 
18 Note that f is defined for a particular L if and only if (a) each f, is defined for L 
and (b) 0 is defined for (fl(L),...,fm(L)). 
~ The only nonobvious point is the compactness of functions in/z. However, it is 
straightforward to show that if f l  ,...,fn, 0 are monotone compact functions, then so 
isf(L) = O(f~(L) ..... f~(L)). 
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To complete the proof, we shall define an infinite subset L of a* such that 
and 
for each j,  L 4: R; ; 
for each i and j, fi(L) ~ L; . 
(3.1) 
(3.~) 
[For by (3.1), it will follow that L is not regular. By (3.2), it will follow that 
f~(n), a typical element of ~'c~(L), cannot be in ~r.e. - -  ~. ]  
Let ~r be a one-to-one function from N × N onto N, where N is the set 
of nonnegative integers. Let U_ 1 = V 1 = ~.  Using induction, suppose that 
finite subsets U s and V~ of a* have already been defined for each s < k, 
k ~ 0. Since U~_ 1 and Vk_ 1 are finite, there exists a word u k in 
a* - -  (Ue_l ~A Ve_l). Let i and j be the unique integers atisfying It(i, j )  = k. 
If  f i(a*-- V~_I)C_L~, let U e = Uk_ t kJ {uk}. Suppose f i (a*-- Ve_a) is 
undefined or is not a subset of L j .  Since f ,  is compact, there exists some 
finite subset W e of a* - -  Ve_ 1 such that fi(W~) is either not defined or is 
not a subset of L j .  Let U e = U~_ 1 t3 {u~} t3 W e . In either case, since R e 
is infinite there exists a word ve in R k - -  U k . Let V e = Ve_ 1 u {v~}. This 
extends the induction. Finally, let L = Ue~>o Ue • 
Obviously L C a*. It is readily seen that for each k ) 0, Ue-1 CUe (so 
that L is infinite), Vk_ 1 C Vk, and Ue ch V~ = ~.  Then for each k, 
L f5 Ve : ( ?o Ui) V~ V~ 
= U (u~ n v~) 
i>~o 
c (ue n ve) u 0 (u~ n v3, since ~j_~ c_ U~ 
• >k and Vj_ 1 _C Vj for a l l j  
Thus, for each k, L v~ R k since v~ is in R~ c~ VI~. Therefore (3.1) is estab- 
lished. 
Now let i and j be any nonnegative integers, and let k --~ 7r(i, j ) .  Suppose 
fi(a* -- Ve-1) is either undefined or is not contained in L j .  Then by con- 
struction, there exists We C U~ _CL such that fi(We) is either undefined or 
is not contained in L j .  Since fi is monotone, fl(L) is either undefined or not 
contained in L~.. Now suppose f,(a* -- Vk-1) C_Lj. Since L (~ V~_ 1 = ~,  
L _C_C a* - -  Ve_ 1 . Then 
A(L) CA(a* - -  V~_~) CLs .  
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Since fi preserves regularity, fi(a* --  l/k_1) is regular. However, Lj is not 
regular. Therefore f~(a* -- Vk-1) C L , ,  so that fi(L) C L j .  Hence fi(L) v~ L~ 
in either case. Thus (3.2) is established and the proof is complete. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is quite general. In fact, let G be 
any countable set of monotone, compact, regularity-preserving operations on 
languages. For each language L let N(L) be the smallest set of languages 
containing L and closed under the operations in G. The proof 15 shows that 
for each countable family ~ of languages, a nonregular subset L of a* 
can be found such that f f ( L )n  5¢ _C~. A consequence of this result for 
the case when G is the set of full AFL  operations and intersection is that the 
collection c# of all intersection-closed full AFL  ~ v~ ~ contains no smallest 
member. For let &o be such a smallest AFL. Then oW = O~n(L' ) for some 
language L', and hence is countable. By the above result, there exists a non- 
regular set L such that o~(L) n &¢ _C ~.  Clearly 5¢ _C ~n(L). Then ~ = 
o~(L) n ~%a _C ~.  Since ~o is a full AFL, ~ _C &o. Thus &a ~ ~,  a contra- 
diction. Hence ~ _C ~(L )  is false and c~ contains no smallest member. 
Similarly, the collection of all full AFL  ~¢ va ~,  and the collection of all AFL  
5¢ ~-~, do not contain smallest members. It is an open question whether 
these collections contain any minimal members. 
We are interested in obtaining amore specific result han the mere existence 
of a nonregular language L C a* for which ~(L )~ fr .e.  • In particular, 
we shall show that if L is any "thick" enough one-letter language, then 
o@n(L ) does not contain all r.e. languages. 
We first render precise the concept of "thick." 
DEFINITION. A proposition P(i) about the nonnegative integers i is said 
to be true for almost all i if 
lim #({i/0 <~ i < n, P(i) is true}) = 1. 
n~co n 
Thus P(i) is true for almost all i if and only if 
lim #({i/0 <~ i < n, P(i) is false}) = 0. 
n -*co n 
~s In the general case, the identity operation is added to F 0 . The actual F 0 con- 
structed in Theorem 3.1 contains the identity function, namely f(L) = L u L for 
every language L. 
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DEFINITION. A subsetL of a* is said to be thick if the proposition "a i in L" 
is true for almost all i. 
Thus L is thick if the ratio of the number of words a i in L, i < n, to n 
tends to one as n goes to infinity. 
It is easily seen that if L, L 1 .... , L~ are thick subsets of a*, then so are 
L 1 n ... (~L,~ andL '  for every L'  satisfyingL C_L' C_ a*. 
In order to prove that a thick language can never generate all r.e. languages, 
we need a preliminary lemma. It is well known [Rabin and Scott (1959)] 
that for each regular set L0, there exists an integer t o with the following 
property: "For  each word in L o of the form uwv, I w ] >/to, there exist x, y, 
and z, with y :/: e, such that w = xyz and uxyZzv is in L o for all l ~ 0." 
The following lemma asserts that if L is a thick subset of a*, then each 
language L 0 in o~n(L) satisfies a weakened version of the above property. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a thick subset of a* and L o be in ~n(L).  Then there 
exists an integer to with the following property: For each word in L o of the form 
uwv, I w [ >~ to, there exists x, y, and z, with y ~ e, such that w = xyz and 
uxyZzv is in L o for almost all l. 
The full proof of this lemma is very lengthy. As such, it is relegated to 
the Appendix. However, we shall present here an informal discussion of the 
considerations involved. The proof is based on the following representation 
theorem for ~n(L):  If  L is any language and c is a new letter, then o~n(L ) 
is the set of all images of (Le)* under multitape a-transducer mappings 
[Goldstine (1970)]. [A multitape a-transducer M is a device with a finite 
number of (one-way read-only) input tapes, an output tape, a nondeter- 
ministic finite state control, a start state, and a set of final states. On a single 
move, M can read zero or more letters, independently, on each input tape, 
write zero or more letters on the output tape, and change state. The image 
M((Lc)*) of (Lc)* under M is the set of all words that M can write, starting in 
the start state and ending in a final state, when given inputs w I in (Lc)*,..., w,,~ 
in (Lc)* on its n input tapes.] 
In the present ease, L _C a* is thick and L 0 is in ~n(L).  Thus L o = M((Lc)*) 
for some multitape a-transducer M. Also, we may assume that M writes 
at most one letter on its output tape per move. Suppose uwv is a word inL  0 , 
where the length of w is very great (in comparison to the number of states 
and input tapes of M). Then there is a particular computation w, i.e., a string 
of moves, of M with output uwv and with each of its n inputs in (Lc)*. 
Since M writes at most one letter per move, ~r contains a substring or "sub- 
computation" ~r' whose output is w. Since w is very long, SO is w'. Hence 
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some state of M repeats. Thus ~r' contains a "loop" y, that is, a subcomputa- 
tion with the same first and last state. Since 7 is a loop, we may replace 7 
by 7 ~, 1 > 1, and get a new computation 7r(z). In general, 7r (~ does not have 
the same inputs as 7r. [For if x,, 1 ~< i ~< n, is the part of the i-th input that 
is read during the subcomputation 7 then x i is replaced by xi ~ to obtain the 
i-th input to ~r(~).] Suppose, however, that each x i is in a*. Since the i-th 
input to 7r is in (Lc)*, xi is a subword of some word in L. Since L is a thick 
subset of a*, it is easily seen that, for almost all l, each of the n inputs to rr (~) 
is in (Lc)*. Hence, for almost all l, the output of 7r (~) is in L 0 = M((Lc)*).  
This argument establishes the lemma, with the output of 7 playing the 
role of y, except for two difficulties. The first problem is that the output of 7 
could be the empty word. This problem can be overcome in the following 
way. Factor 7r into a product of subcomputations, 7r = ~1~2 "" ~ ,  where 
the output of each ~j- is a single letter of uwv. Then recast the preceding 
proof, with the c~j playing the role of individual moves. Since 7 is a sequence 
of ~j's, it has nonempty output. Unfortunately, each of the c~j can be arbi- 
trarily long and can have arbitrarily long inputs. This greatly complicates 
the second problem. 
The second, and much more serious, problem is that we may not be able 
to find a loop 7 having all of its inputs in a*. Suppose we only wish to prove 
Lemma 3.1 for L 0 in the smallest intersection-closed full semi-AFL 16 con- 
tainingL. Then the proof is easy. [ForL 0 = M(L)rather  thanL 0 = M((Lc)*), 
so that this second problem does not arise.] Alternatively, suppose we only 
wish to prove Lemma 3.1 for L 0 in the smallest intersection-closed AFL 
(rather than full AFL) containing L ~3 (e}. Then we may assume that 
L o = M((Lc)*),  where M writes exactly one letter on every move. In this 
case, the first problem does not arise. While the second problem still remains 
to be treated, it is not complicated by the construction used to circumvent 
the first problem. Under these conditions, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is some- 
what harder than in the preceding case, but is still reasonably tractable. The 
considerations involved are now briefly sketched, since they are illustrative 
of the more complex considerations treated in the Appendix. 
Consider a particular computation ~r of M with all of its inputs in (Lc)* 
and with output uwv, where w is very long. Recall that M has n input tapes. 
We restrict our attention to that part of the computation rr, call it 7r~, 
producing w. By requiring w to be sufficiently long, we force the length I ~r~ ]
of ¢r n to be very great, specifically, /rrn [ >if(n) ,  where f i s  a function to be 
is The definition of a full semi-AFL is the same as that of a full AFL except hat 
closure under concatenation and + is not required. 
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described later. We seek a loop 7 in ~r~ such that the inputs to 7r ¢~ are in 
(Le)* for almost all l, where ~rm denotes the computation resulting from ~r 
when 7 is replaced by ~z. To find this loop, suppose that ~r~ contains a sub- 
computation 7rn_ ~ , reasonably long in the sense that [~r~_ 1 ] ~f(n  --  1), 
whose input on one of the n input tapes, say the j-th, is in a*. We temporarily 
suppress consideration of the j-th tape. Thus we now deal with an a-trans- 
ducer with n -  1 input tapes. Restricting attention to 7r~_1, it suffices to 
find a loop 7 in 7r~_ 1 of the required type, since, as easily seen, this 7 also 
satisfies the original requirements. Proceeding inductively in this way, we 
eventually arrive at a subcomputation ~e, [~1 >~f(k), in which every 
subcomputation of ~r k of length f (k -  1) reads at least one c on each of 
the k input tapes. (These are the k input tapes that have not yet been sup- 
pressed from consideration.) We then group the moves of ~ into blocks fit 
of length f (k  --  1). We thus obtain a subcomputation filfi~ "'" fi~ comprising 
almost all of 7r~, where m is approximately f (k ) / f (k  --  1), and each fit 
encounters at least one c on each input tape. By choosing the function f
appropriately, we may assume that m > h s~e-l~ where h is the number of 
distinct moves of M. Since I [3~L=f (k - -1 ) ,  there are fewer than m 
distinct /3 3. Hence f i~=fiq for some p and q, 1 ~p<q~m.  Then 
= fiflS~+l "'" fiq-1 is a loop. Furthermore, if the i-th input tape has not 
been suppressed, then the i-th inputs to/3~ and to fiq contains at least one c. 
Since ]?~ = flq it follows that the i-th input to ~rlz~ is in (Lc)* for all l. Thus, 
7 is the required loop. 
The proof just sketched could be readily formalized to establish Lemma 3.1, 
if we could only assume that each move of M writes at least one letter. 
Unhappily, this cannot be assumed. As indicated earlier, the difficulty in 
proving Lemma 3.1 arises from the need to deal with both erasing homo- 
morphisms and +.  In the presence of intersection, these are powerful 
operations and are not easily handled. Using ideas similar to, but somewhat 
more complex than, the preceding ones, a complete proof of Lemma 3.1 
is given in the appendix. 
We are now ready for the second main result of this section. 
T~IEOREM 3.2. For each thick subset L of a*, ~n(L) does not contain all 
the r.e. languages. 
Proof. Let L 0 = {anb~/n ~ 1}. Then L 0 is an r.e. language. Suppose L 0 
is in ~c~(L). By Lemma 3.1, with u - -v  = e, each long enough word 
w = a~b n is of the form w = xyz, where y =/= e and xy~z is in L 0 for almost 
all l. However, it is easily seen that for no l > 1 is xy~z in L o . [For assume 
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xyZz is in L 0 for some l> l .  Suppose y=a j for some j>~l .  Then 
xy% =- a~+(~-l)Jb ~ is inLo,  a contradiction. Similarly, y = bJ for some j >/1 
leads to a contradiction. Suppose y = aib ~ for some i and j />  1. Then xy~z 
is of the form wla*b~aibJwz and thus not in L 0 .] Hence L o is not in ~(L ) .  
COROLLARY. Let L be a subset of a* such that a* - -L  = {a~*/i >~ 0}, 
where n,+ 1 - -  ni --~ oo as i ~ co. Then o~(L)  does not contain all r.e. languages. 
Proof. For each n o there exists i 0 such that ni+ 1 -- ni >/no if i ~> i0 . 
Then for each n /> no, 
Therefore 
and 
#({i >~ io/O ~ n~ < n}) ~< (n/no) + 1. 
#({ i~>0/0~<ni<n})  ~< [ i0+(n /n0)+l ]  
n n 
lim sup #({i ~> 0/0 ~ ni < n}) ~< 1 
n~oz n n o 
Since n 0 is arbitrary, l im~ #({i >~ 0/0 ~< ni < n})/n = 0, so that L is 
thick. By Theorem 3.2, the corollary holds. 
EXAMPLE. Let L'  = {an~/n >/0} and L = a* --  L'. By the corollary, 
o~r~(L) does not contain all r.e. languages. 
Suppose that L is an infinite subset of a*, say L = {an~/i >/0}, where 
n 1 < n 2 < " . .  It was shown in Section 2 that the condition 
~im inf(ni+l/ni) > 1 (3.3) 
implies ~(L )~_  ~r.e.- Clearly l imi~inf (n~+l /n i )> 1 implies that 
lim~_~ sup(ni+ 1 --  ni) = ~.  On the other hand, it is easily seen that if 
L = ~){a~/2 k+h~n <~2 k+*} 
then L is thick, so that ~c~(L) does not contain all r.e. languages, although 
l imi~ sup(hi+ I --  ni) = oo. Therefore the condition 
lim sup(ni+l --  n~) = oo (3.4) 
i-*co 
does not imply that ~n(L) D ~r.e. • This leads to the following 
643/zz/3-2 
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Open Problem. Determine conditions intermediate between (3.3) and 
(3.4) which are strong enough to imply that ~c~(L)D ~r.e. • [For example, 
if limi~o~(ni+ 1 --  n~) = ~,  does ~(L )  D ~r.e. ?] 
APPENDIX 
The purpose of this appendix is to prove Lemma 3.1. First though, we 
present a simple lemma about thick sets. 
LEMMA A.1. For each h >/0, m ~ 1, and each thick subset L of a*, 
{a ~ [ a ~+im in L} is thick. 
Pro@ Since L is thick, 
lira #({riO ~ j < n, a J not in L}) /n  = O. 
n~co 
Thus 
lim #({j/0 ~ j < k +nm,  a j not in L})/k + nm= O. 
Now 
#({i/0 ~ i < n, a ~+i~ not in L})/n 
#({j/0 ~ j < k + nm, aJ not in L))/n 
k +nm 
-- n (#({j/O ~ j < k +nm,  aJ not in L})/(k +nm)) 
and lim~.o~(k + nm)/n = m. 
Therefore 
lim #({i/0 ~ i < n, a k+~m not in L})/n = O, 
n~oo 
so that {ai/a k+im in L} is thick. 
We now turn to Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let L be a thick subset of a* and L o be in J'c~(L). Then there 
exists an integer to with the following property: For each word in L o of the form 
uwv, I w I >~ to, there exist x, y, and z, with y ~ E, such that w = xyz and 
uxy~zv is in L o for almost all l. 
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Proof. As explained in Section 3, we begin by using the known fact that, 
since L 0 is in ~c~(L), L0 is the image of (Lc)* under some multitape a-trans- 
ducer [Goldstine (1970)]. This means that there is an n /> 1 and a 6-tuple 
M = (K, 211,212, H, P0, F )  with the following two properties. First, M is 
an a-transducer with n input tapes. This means that K is a finite set (of 
states), Z 1 and 272 are finite sets (the input and output alphabets), H is a finite 
subset of 17 K × (Zt*) (~) × 2:2* × K (the set of moves), Po is in K (the start 
state), and F is a subset of K (the set of final states). Second, M maps (Lc)* 
onto L 0 . To make this second condition precise, we explain how M operates. 
At the same time, since we shall be manipulating the computations that M 
makes, we introduce some notation for referring to specific omputations. 
For each move h = (p, Xl,..., x~, y, q) in H, call p the first and q the last 
state of h. Let H '  be the set of all strings ~r = hlh ~ "" h~ of moves hi in H, 
regarded as abstract symbols, where t />  0 and for each i, 1 <~ i < t, the 
first state of h~+ 1 equals the last state of h, .  In addition, if t />  1, that is, 
if ~r @ e, call the first state of h~ the first state of ~, and the last state of h t 
the last state of ~r. Now let 
/7 =- {Tr in /7 '  - -  {e} J the first state of ,r is P0 and the last state of 7r is in F} 
k3 {e I P0 in F}. 
The words in / /a re  called the computations of M. For each computation rr
we need a notation for its n inputs and for its output. We obtain this by 
defining homomorphisms 71 ..... ~Tn and 0 on H* determined by 
~h(h) = xl .... , ~Tn(h) = x~ and O(h) = y for each h ~ (p, x~,..., x~, y, q) in 
H. Now let 
no = n • ~l((Lc)*) n . . .  n ~( (Le)* ) .  
Thus H 0 consists of all computations ~ whose i-th input ~(~) is in (Lc)*, 
1 ~< i ~< n. Hence O(Ho) is the image of (Lc)* under M. We can now state 
our second condition as L 0 = 0(17o). Finally, we may assume without loss 
of generality that M is 1-bounded [Goldstine (1970)]. This means that for 
each (p, x~ ,..., x~ , y, q) in H, Ix1{ ~<l , . . . ,{xn l  ~<1, ]Yl ~<1. In other 
words, each of the homomorphisms ~1 ,..., ~7~, 0 is length-decreasing, is 
]~4nln+ 1 ) Now let t o = "~o where k o = max{#(K),  2}, and let uwv be a word 
in L o with [ w I /> to • To prove Lemma 3.1, we shall show that w = xyz, 
where y :/= e and uxy~zv is in L o for almost all l. Since L o = 0([Io) and each 
17 If S is a set, S ~n) is the n-fold Cartesian product S (~) ~ {(sl ,..., s~) ] s~ in S}. 
18 A homomorphism f is length-decreasing if {f(s)[ ~ I s [ for each string s. 
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move of M writes at most one letter, uwv = O(vco9) where voJ 9 is a com- 
putat ion in H 0 and O(v) = u, 0(~o) = w, and 0(9) = v. We shall show that 
there is a string ~ in 1I '  satisfying the following conditions: 
v~*~9 is in 17o for almost all l; 
0 (~)  = 0(~o); and (A.1). 
0(7) ~ ~. 
Then w = 0(~o) = 0(~)  = xyz,  where x ~- 0(~), y = 0(~/), z = 0(~), and 
uxytzv  is in O(Ho) for all l satisfying the first condition, proving Lemma 3.1. 
The  remainder of the appendix is devoted to showing the existence of 
~/~ satisfying (A.1). Since the proof is lengthy, it is broken up into a series 
of auxil iary lemmas. 
We wish to replace m by a string ~:~/~ containing a substr ing ~7 satisfying 
(A.1). Thus  ~/ must be a loop (a nonempty string in 17' having the same 
first and last state). Furthermore,  ~ must have its n inputs control led so 
that the inputs ~7i(v~7~9), 1 <~ i <~ n, are in (Le)* for almost all l. To  for- 
mulate this condit ion more precisely, some definitions are needed. Each 
word s in {a, c}* can be written uniquely in the form s = aioca it "" cai% 
where m/> 0 and ij >/0.  Call aio,..., a im the terms of s and call ail ..... a ira-1 
the inner terms of s. Let  17o' be the set of all ~r in H '  such that each inner 
term of ~/i(~r) is in L for all i, 1 ~< i ~< n. Since L C_ a*, 
17o = {zr in 17 [ ~?i(~r) is in (Lc)*, 1 ~< i ~< n} 
= {rr in H I ~i(~r) is in (a 'e )*  and each term of ~i(rr), 
except the last, 19 is in L}. 
Thus  17o C Ho'. Also, note that if 7r is in H o' then so is every subword of zr. 
Let  90 ,91 ,  and 92 be the functions from {a, c}* to a* defined by 
90(8) = ~,o, 9, (s)  = ~'~, and 9~(s) = a '~+~°, 
where s = aioca it "" ca ~.  Thus  aio,..., a ~,~ are the terms of s. ( In the degenerate 
case m = 0, so that s is a word in a*, we have 90(s) = 9~(s) ~ s and 92(s) = s~.) 
Since 9o(s) and 9~(s) are the "outer"  terms of s, it is reasonable to be interested 
in them. However, our interest in 9~(s) is less clear. As explanation, suppose 
that rr is in 17o and we want to find a loop y in % ~r = ~r'W/' , such that zr'~zr " 
is in H 0 for almost all I. Then  we must  insure that for all i, 1 ~< i ~< n, all 
of the terms of ~(~'),zzr") except the last are in L. Suppose ~)i(~') contains an 
occurrence of e. Then  ~i(), ~) contains 9~(~71(),)) as an inner term for l > /2 .  
19 Note that the last term is E and follows the last c. 
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Therefore we have to insure that 92(~,(Y)) is in L. This is the reason we have 
introduced the function 92 • 
For each ~r in H*, let alph(~r) be the alphabet of ~r, that is the smallest 
subset H 0 of H such that rr is in H0*. In particular, alph(e) = ~.  For each 
m/> 0, let 
L(m) = {a i I ai+J in L for all j, 0 ~< j ~ m}. 
Thus a word a i is in L(m) if it is in L and remains in L when concatenated 
with m or fewer a's. Observe that L(m)=Lo 'n  "" (3L~,,', where 
L /  = {a i ] d +j in L}. By Lemma A.1, each L~-' is thick. Thus L(m) is thick 
for each m >/0. 
We now introduce the primary technical device used in the proof of 
Lemma 3. I. We will typically be working with a computation 7r'~rr" in H 0 , 
and we will want to find a loop 7 of a certain kind within the subcomputa- 
tion o~. In general, this will not be possible. Instead, we will have to replace o~ 
by another subcomputation ]3 which does contain a loop of the desired kind. 
To accomplish this, we must specify under what conditions fi is a good 
enough approximation to c~ for the replacement to be permissible. For each 
m >~ 0, we define a binary relation ~>m on H0' , in which/3 ~>,, a is read 
"fi approximates a." The larger m is, the better the approximation. We will 
permit ourselves to replace c~ by fi whenever fi >~m ~ for large enough m and, 
in addition, 0(fi) ---- 0(c~), i.e. a and/3 have the same output. 
DEFINITION. For each m/> 0, let />m be the relation on /7  o' defined as 
follows: For ~ ~ e and fi :# e in Ho' , B ~>,~ if 
(i) ]3 has the same first and the same last state as c~; 
(ii) alph(fl) --  alph(~); and 
(iii) for 0 ~< j ~< 2 and 1 ~< i ~< n, either ~oj(-Oi(]3) ) = 9.~(~i(0~)) or 9J(V,(fi)) 
is in L(m). 
It is readily seen that />~ is reflexive and transitive for each m. Also, if 
q >~ m then fi ~>q ~ implies fl ~>,~ c~, since L(q) C_L(m). Suppose that rrlc~r 2
is in /7 (  and fi/>,~ a. Observe that condition (i) insures that ~rl/?~r 2 is in 17'. 
And condition (iii) with 0 ~< j ~< 1 insures that ~hfirr2 is in/70', providing m 
is large enough. How large m must be depends on the context (~r 1 , ~r2) in 
which o~ occurs. Indeed, one of the reasons the sequence of relations )m 
was introduced is the need to know that if fi approximates ~ then ~rl~r 2
approximates ~rl~Tr~, although perhaps to a lesser degree. The extent to 
which the approximation may have been weakened epends on the lengths 
of 7r 1 and ~r 2 . This is made precise in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA A.2. Let zrlc~rr 2 be in Ho' , q ~ 2 I zrVr2 ], and fi ~+q c~. Then 
~Tlfi~T2 ~m ~TIO~T2 " 
Proof. From the definition of L(i) it follows that 
if s ~ sls2s ~ is in a*, s 2 is in L(m + q), and [ sis 3 t <~ q, 
then s is in L(m). (A.2) 
Since/3 has the same first and last state as ~ and since ~ha~-z is in/7 ' ,  ~h/3~r~ 
is in/7' .  To show that ~hfi~r~ is in/7o', we shall show that each inner term of 
~li(Trflrr2) is in L, 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Let i be an integer, 1 ~ i ~ n, and s an inner term of ~li(rqfirr~). Suppose s 
is not in L. Since 7ra~r ~and fi are in H0' , s cannot be an inner term of ~i(~ha~r~) 
or *h(~). [Otherwise, it would be in L.] Thus s is of the form swj(71i(~)) s3 
for some j, 0 ~< j ~< 1, where s 1 and sa are (possibly empty) subwords of 
~/i(~h) and ~i(~r2) respectively, and go~(~)i(fi))4= ~o~(~i(a)). Since /3/>~+q ~, 
~(~h(fi)) is in L(m -t- q). Since 7/i is a length-decreasing homomorphism, 
i SlS3 ] ~ ] ~i(~'1) 7~i(7r2)[ ~ [ "g/'l"B'2 [ ~ q" 
By (A.2), s is in L(m) and thus in L. Hence 7h/~zr  is in/7o'. 
Since t3 >/~+q ~, zqfizr~ has the same first and last state as zr~Tr z and 
alph(zrafi~r~) = alph(zrx~). Now let i and j be integers, with 1 ~ i ~ n, 
0 ~ j ~< 2, and ~0~(9~i(qrl~'/r2) ) =~~0j(7]i('/'gl~7r2) ). We shall show that 5o~(~h(~r~fi~r~)) 
is in L(m), thereby completing the proof. 
There are four cases to consider, a follows. 
Case 1. Suppose Vt(~h) is not in a* and ~/i(Tre) is not in a*. Then 
~0g(7]i(qrlfi'ff2) ) = ~pj(~i(qrlq~'2) ) = ~0j(~]i('rrlCgTr2)), a contradiction. 
Case 2. Suppose ~7,(~) is in a* and ~/i(~r~) is not in a*. Since alph(fi) 
alph(a), ~/i(fi) is in a* if and only if ~7i(~) is in a*. Let x 0 = ~i(~h), x~ = e 
if ~i(fi) (and therefore ~7i(a)) is not in a*, x t = cp0(7/i(~re) ) if ~li(fi) (and therefore 
~/i(c~)) is in a*, and x~ ~ ~o~(~]i(Tre)). Then 
~o(~,(~3~))  = ~o~o(~(~)) ~,  
~o(~(~=~))  = ~o~o(~,(~)) ~ ,
v~(~d,~3~))  - - ~ = ~o~(~(~) ) ,  
~o~(~(,~=~)) - -  X~oVo(~d~)) x~, 
and 
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Suppose %(~Ti(rqfirr2))~%(~h(%e~%)). Then %(~7,(fi))~%(~/i(~))- Since 
fi >/,~+q ~, %(Vi(fi)) is in L(m + q). Since 
l ~o,q 1 <~ I ~(,,~) ~i(,~)l <~ I ,h,,~ I <~ q, 
%(~h(%fi%)) = Xo%(~li(fi)) xl is inL(m) by (A.2). The subcase rp2(~li(~hfi%) ) 5a 
92(~,(%a%)) is handled similarly by observing that I XoX~X~ I <~ 1%%% I <~ q. 
Case 3. Suppose ~i(%) is not in a* and ~7i(%) is in a*. This situation 
is similar to case 2. 
Case 4. Suppose ~/i(%) is in a* and ~h(%) is in a*. Let x 0 = ~/i(%); let 
x~ = ~i(%) and x2 = ~,(%) if ~li(fi) is in a*, x~ = x~ -- e if ~li(fi) is not in a*; 
and let x a = ~7i(%). Then 
%(, , ( ,~) )  = Xo%(~,(~)) x~,  
%(~, (~,~) )  = X~l(~,(~)) ~ ,  
and 
~(,7 i (~,~))  = x~x~.~(v,( ~) ) ~oX~ .
Suppose ~j(~,(%fi%)) =/= %(~h-(%a%)) for some j, 0 ~< j ~< 2. Then %(~,(fi)) va 
~o~(%(c~)). Sincefi/>~+q o~, %(~?i(fi))is inL(m + q). Since lXoXl p <~]%%1 <~ q, 
[ x~xa I <~ 1%% I < q, and ] x2xaxox~ ] <~ 1%~2 I + 1%% [ ~ q, %(~i(%fi%)) 
is in L(m) by (A.2). 
This completes the proof of Lemma A.2. 
We now define the special kind of loops of interest o us. Recall that a 
loop is a nonempty word inH'  having the same first and last state. An L-bop 
is a loop y in H o' such that for each i, 1 ~< i ~< n, either ~?i(y) is in a* or 
qo2(~Ti(y)) is inL. The importance of L-loops stems from the following lemma. 
LEMMA A.3. For each L-loop y and each integer m >/0, yz >/,~ y for 
almost all 1. 
Proof. For each positive integer h, letLk = {a3/a J~ inL(m)}. Let t = 2 I Y [ 
and L'  = L 1 n .'- c3 L , .  By Lemma A. 1, each LT~ is thick, so that L' is thick. 
It therefore suffices to show that 7 ~ >/~ 7 for all l ~> 1 such that a ~ is in L'. 
Suppose az, 1 ~ 1, is in L'. Since 7 is a loop, 7 ~ is in/7' .  Let i be an integer, 
1 ~< i ~< n. I f  ~i(7) is in a* then ~/i(y ~) is in a*. Suppose rl/7) is not in a*. 
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Since y is an L-loop, each inner term of ~i(y) is in L and cp2(~/i(y)) is in L. 
Since each inner term of ~1i(7 z) is either ~%(~h(Y)) or an inner term of ~h(Y), 
each inner term of ~,(yz) is in L. Thus 7 z is in/7o'- Clearly, 7 * has the same 
first and last state as 7, and alph(7 z) = alph(7 ). It remains to show that 
for each j, 0 ~< j <~ 2, ~oj(~i(y~)) = %(~7i(7)) or qoj(~(yz)) is in L(m). (A.3) 
Suppose that ~7i(7) is not in a*. Then %(~i(y~)) = ~0j(~i(y)) for j = 0, 1, 2, 
so that (A.3) holds. Suppose that ~, (7 )= E. Then ~h(7 z) = ~ = ~i(7), so 
that (A.3) holds. Finally, suppose that ~h(7) = a~, k >/1. Then ~h(7 ~) = a ~a 
and k=l~i (y )  i<~ly l  <~t. Obviously L 'CL~.  Since a z is in L 'CL~,  
a zk is in L(rn). Thus ~0j(~i(yz)) =- a kz is in L(m) for j = 0 or 1. Similarly, 
1 ~< 2k ~< t and 92(~h(yz)) = a 2~z is in L(m), completing the proof of (A.3). 
We are now ready for the central part of the proof of Lemma 3.1. Recall 
that we have a computation vco 9 in/7o with I 0(o)) ]/> to, and that we want 
to find a string ~ in H '  satisfying the following conditions: 
v~9 is in /7  o for almost all l; 
O(~)  = 0(oJ); and (A.4) 
0(7) ~ ~. 
Letting m = 2 ]v~o I, (A.4) can be reformulated in terms of the approxima- 
tion relation >/m • That is, it suffices to show that there exists an ~ such that 
0(~) = 0(o~); and (A.5) 
contains an L-loop ~ with 0(7 ) =/= e. 
For then ~ = ~ for some ~ and ~, and by Lemma A.3, ~z >~q ~/for almost 
all l, where q = 2 [ v~o I. Then for each such l, 
by two applications of Lemma A.2. Hence v~z~9 is in/7o' by the definition 
of >/0 • Since it has the same first and last state as v~og, it is in/70 , proving 
(A.4) and thus establishing Lemma 3.1. In other words, given a string o~ 
in/70' with very long output 0(,o), it suffices to show that co can be approxi- 
mated by a string ~ which has the same output and which contains an L-loop 
with nonempty output. 
The proof employs an involved induction from simpler situations to more 
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complicated ones. e° The "simplicity" of a factored partial computation 
a~ "'" c¢~ in H 0' is first defined. This simplicity is measured by the following 
sets _d~(oq .... , ccr), 1 ~ i ~ n, B(C~l ,..., ar) , and C(~I .... , %). 
DEFINITION. For each r >/1,  each ~ ,..., ar in H + with c~ "- c~ r in/7o'  ,
and each i, 1 ~ i ~< n, let 
A~(~ ..... ~r) = {j >~ 1 I for some k, j ~< k ~< r, ~h(a~ "" ~)  
not in a* and ~o~(~?~(a, -." c~)) not in L}, 
B(a~ ..... a~) = {i[ A~(cq .... , a,.) =/= ~}, 
and 
C(~x ,..., ~)  = {i I Vd~ "'" ~)  not in a*}. 
Suppose that i is in B(cq ..... %). Then for some j and k such that 
1 ~< j ~< k ~ r, Vi(a~- "'" a~), and thus ~(a l  "'" %), is not in a*. Therefore 
i is in C(a 1 ,..., at)- Hence, B(~I  ,..., ar) C_ C(a 1 ,..., a~). Informally, the set 
C(a 1 .... , a~) represents those input tapes which contain at least one c. The 
set B(a~ ,..., at) represents those input tapes in C(~ ,..., ar) for which the 
factorization induced by ~1 ,..., a,. is "bad" in the sense that the input on 
such a tape for some segment aj "" ak fails to meet the defining condition 
for the inputs to anL-loop31 If  the i-th input tape is "bad, "  then A~(~ 1.... , at) 
is a measure of how bad it is. ~1 "'" ar is considered "simpler" than fil "'" fi8 
if either a 1 ... a~ has fewer input tapes in C(a 1 ..... c~), or if it has the same 
number of input tapes in C(c~ 1 ,..., at) as fiz "'" fis but has fewer "bad" input 
tapes in B(a  1 ..... a,.), or if it has the same number of input tapes in C(~1,. . . ,  a~) 
and in B(cq,..., a~) as fil "" f is  but has a bad input tape i for which 
#(A~(c~ 1 .... , at)) is smaller than it is for any bad input tape to f i~ ' " f i s  (i.e. 
tape i is closer to being "cleaned up"  than any of the bad tapes of fil "'" fis). 
It is easily verified that #(A~(~ 1 ,..., ~r))~< #(Ai(~j , . . . ,  ak)) for 
1 ~<j ~< k ~< r. More generally, for 1 ~<j(1) < -'" <j(s  -}- 1) ~< r + 1 and 
/3~ = ~;(~)~;(~)+~ ... ~;(~+1)_~, 1 ~< k ~< s, #(3~(/~1 ,...,/L)) ~< #(A , (~ ,..., ~)) .  
I t  follows that B(~ 1 ,..., fls)C_ B(a  1 ,..., %). An even stronger esult is true 
for C, namely, if /z 1 - . . /~ is any subword of az "'" a~, where s >/1 and 
each iz~ is in H +, then C(tx 1 ,..., tz~) C_ C(a l  ..... a,.). Intuitively, the sequence 
fi = (ill ,..., fis) is obtained from the sequence a = (c~ 1,..., at) by tr imming 
20 The induction will be somewhat disguised by the fact that the proof will be 
indirect, that is, a simplest counterexample will be assumed and a contradmtion 
derived. 
~ In particular, note that an L-loop y can be characterized as a loop in H0' having 
B(7) = ~. (Here, r = 1.) 
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down to a segment o~(1) " ' "  O~#(,~+1)_ 1 o f  O~ 1 " ' "  O~ t and grouping several terms 
of a together to form each term of t3. In  other words, each of these operations 
(trimming and grouping) yields a new factorization at least as "s imple" as 
the original one. 
/'~"¢"+~' where h o = max{C/(K), 2}. Let e(i) = h~ ~ for Recall that t o = ,~o , 
each nonnegative integer i, so that t o = e(n~+ n), and let b(~l ,..., ~,) 
i/¢(B(~ ,..., ~r)) @ n#(C(a~ ,..., at) ). The final lemma is now stated. 
LEMMA A.4. Let al "" c~ r be in IIo', where each cq @ E and r ~ e(b(% .... , ~r) . 
Then for each m >/ O, there is a word cz such that a ~,~ a 1 . . .d r ,  
O(c~) = 0(~ 1 "" at), ~ contains an L-loop 7, and either O(y) ~ E or 
alph(7) D_ alph(~j) for some j, 1 ~ j ~ r. 
Before proving this lemma, we show how it is used to complete the proof of 
Lemma 3.1. We have a word eo in /7  0' with I 0(~o) I~ to. Hence co = cq -.. a t ,  
where each I O(a~) l=  1 and r ~ t o = e(n 2 + n). Since there are only n input 
tapes, #(B(c~ 1 ,..., at)) ~ n and #(C(~ 1,..., c~r) ) ~ n. Thus  e(b(~ ,..., ~) )  
e(n 2 + n) ~ r. Hence, by Lemma A.4, for each m there exists an a such 
that ~ >/~ ~o, 0(~) = 0(~o), a contains an L-loop 7/, and either 0(7/) @ e or 
alph(7/) D alph(~j) for some j. Since 0(%-)@ e for each j,  0(~7):/: e if 
alph(7/) D alph(%) for some j.  Thus  0(7/) v~ E. This  proves (A.5) and com- 
pletes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
The  remainder of the appendix is a proof of Lemma A.4. 
Proof of Lemma A.4. The  argument will first be sketched and then the 
details given. The  proof is by contradiction. Let a 1 -" ~r be a "simplest" 
counterexample. Suppose there are no "bad"  input tapes, i.e., suppose 
B(a 1 ,..., a~) is empty. Then  it is easily seen that a 1 "" % contains an L-loop 
7 = % "'" % for some p and q, 1 ~<p ~< q ~< r. Therefore ~1 "'" % is not 
a counterexample, a contradiction. Hence there are bad tapes. Choose 
a bad tape t in B(~ 1 ,..., a~) for which ¢¢(At(c~ 1 ,..., ~))  is as small as possible. 
Suppose there is a consecutive sequence a~-, %+1 ,..., c~ of factors each 
having its t-th input in a*. T r imming  a 1 "" % down to % "-aa. yields a 
simpler situation (since %- "" ~e has at least one less tape in C). Then  ~- ' "  ae 
satisfies the lemma if the number  k - -  j q- 1 of factors is sufficiently large. 
But if % ' "  ~e satisfies the lemma, so does e~ "-" %.  Hence, each sufficiently 
long segment c9 --' a~ of ~ "" c~ encounters at least one c on input tape t. 
On the other hand, suppose there is a large number  of (not necessarily 
consecutive) factors a i each of which has at least one c on tape t and each 
of which has the same first term a ~. The factors are then grouped into blocks 
/~j to obtain a factorization fi, ""/3~+~ in which aZc begins the t-th input to 
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each/3j. From this, it is easily seen that t is no longer a bad tape for fil "'"/3,. 
Therefore /31 ""/3,,  is simpler than al "'" at -  Thus the lemma applies to 
/31 ... f i , ,  and so to a 1 --" c 9 . Hence there cannot be a large number of factors 
with the same leading term a * on tape t. Thus there cannot be an extremely 
large number of factors having small leading terms. [Otherwise, some 
leading term would repeat a large number of times.] Similarly, the set 
{i[1 ~< i ~< r} -  At(oh ,..., eg) , which represents the "good" (at least with 
respect to tape t) points in the factorization a 1 "" ar ,  cannot be large. [Other- 
wise, factors could be grouped into a large number of blocks/31 "" 13,, where 
each block/35 begins at a "good" point. Then t would no longer be a bad 
tape for/31 ..-/3, and, as before, a contradiction would occur.] Combining 
these three facts it follows that many factors have an occurrence of the 
letter c on tape t, but not many factors have short leading terms. Therefore, 
a large number of factors have both an occurrence of the letter c and a long 
first term on tape t. However, not all of these factors can be "good." Thus 
there is a "bad" factor au (i.e., u is in A~(c h ..... c~r)) whose input on tape t 
begins with a*c'",  where s is large. Then % =/31 "'"/3sa, where each/3i 
reads a single letter a on tape t. Since/31 "'"/3, has at least one less tape in 
C than does c h "-" c9, the lemma can be applied to it. Thus/31 "'"/3, can be 
approximated by a string/3 containing an L-loop 7. I f  the output from ), is 
nonempty, then the existence of 7 shows that al "'" c9 also satisfies the lemma 
and we are done. I f  the output from y is empty, then iterating 7 does not 
affect the output of the computation. In this case, for each k /> 0, since L(k) 
is thick the t-th input/3 can be forced into L(k) by iterating y an appropriate 
number of times. For large enough k, this means that % has been altered 
so that it is no longer in At • Hence e~ 1 "" as can be approximated by a string 
with the same output, but which is simpler. Consequently the lemma applies 
to the new string and thus to the original one as well, completing the proof. 
(This last step in the argument, in which the L-loop 7 is iterated, prevents 
us from simply proving that c~ 1 -" ar contains an L-loop and forces us instead 
to use the concept of an approximation.) 
We now give the details of the proof. Suppose the lemma is false. If 
al ,..-, a~ is a counterexample, then it is not true that A,(o~ 1,..., o~)= 25 
for all i, 1 <~ i <~ n. [Otherwise, ~- "" c~ k must be a loop for some j and k, 
1 ~< j ~< k ~< r, since #(K)  ~< e(b(o~l,..., c~r) ) <~ r and M has only #(K)  
states. Then for y = ~. --" ak, #(B(~,)) ~< #(B(a,  ,..., ak)) ~< #(B(~I ..... a,.)) = 
#({i/Ai(o~l ,..., O~r) ~ ~}) = 0. Then y is an L-loop and therefore a 1 "" a~ 
satisfies the lemma, with a = al "'" ~.,  a contradiction.] Among all counter- 
examples, we may choose an cq "-. ~ having minimal b(~ 1 .... , at). Then 
b(a 1 ,..., a~) > 0 since not all of the Ai(a 1 .... , c~,.) are empty. Among all 
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counterexamples having this minimal value of b(a I ,..., at) , we may choose 
an a I ..... a r for which 
d-----min{#(A~(a 1 .... ,~) )  >0/1  ~<i~<n)  
is as small as possible. Note that d > 0, Then  there is an m >/0  such that  
there is no a having some L- loop y as a subword such 
that a >/,, a l " .  ~r,  O(a) -~ O(al ... at) , and either 8(y ) @ e 
or alph(y) D_ alph(aj) for some j .  (A.6) 
For  some t, 1 <~t<~n,  #(At (a  1 , . . . ,a r ) )=d Since d>0,  t is in 
B(a I ,..., at). Let  b ~- b(a 1 .... , at). By a long argument, we shall show that 
this is a contradict ion. 
We first demonstrate that each of the following three statements is false: 
97t(% ... ok) is in a* for somej  and k such that 
1 ~ j  ~ k ~ r and k - - j  -]- 1 ~ e(b - -  1). (A.7) 
e.(b--1)--I 
#( l , )  > e(b - -  1) 2, where J~ = {j/~Tt(oq) 
~=0 
is not in a* and q~o(~lt(aj)) = a ~} for each l. (A.8) 
#(A, (~x .... , a,)) ~ r - -  e(b - -  1). (a .9)  
Suppose (A.7) holds. Since ~T,(aj "" ak) is in a*, t is not in C(aj .... , ak). 
Since t is in B(ax ,..., a~) _C_ C(al  ,..., ~,) and C(oq ,..., a~) C_ C(ax ,..., a~), 
#(c(a~ ,..., ~))  ~< #(c(a~ ,..., ~r) )  - 1.  
Since B(a~ ,..., ak) C_ B(aa ,..., a~), b(a~- .... , a~) ~ b - -  1. Then  
e(b(a~ ,..., c~k) ) ~ e(b - -  1) 
k - -  j -]- 1, by (A.7). 
By the minimal i ty  of b, the sequence a t ,..., ak satisfies the lemma. Thus  
there is a word a' and an L- loop 7 such that y is a subword of a ' ,  
a' />~+q aj "" a~, where q : 2 [ a l  "'" a,  I, 0(a') : 0(aj .-" a~), and either 
0(7) va E or alph0, ) D alph(a~) for some i, j ~ i ~ k. Lett ing 
a = a I "'" a ] _ la 'ak+ I "'" a r , 
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it follows from Lemma A.2 that c~/>,n al "'" ar • Now 7 is a subword of a', 
and thus of a, and 
0(~) = 0(~1 "" a;_l) 0(~') 0(~+1 "" ~,. )
= 0(O~1 "'" O~j_l) 0((Xj "'" (Xk) 0(Od/c+l "'" O~. )
= 0(~1 .-. ~r). 
Hence (A.6) is contradicted. Therefore (A.7) is false. 
Suppose (A.8) holds. Since there are e(b -- 1) sets J~, #(j~) > e(b --  1) 
for some 1. Let J~ = {j(i)/1 <~ i <~ s -k 1}, where j(1) < "'- <j(s  + 1), let 
j(s -¢- 2) = r + 1, and/3~ = %(~>%(~)+, -'- ~J(/+1)-1 for each i, 1 ~ i ~< s + 1. 
Then  s >/e(b - -  I) and al .." a,. = a l - "  ~J(1)-~/31 "'"/3,+~ • Thus /31 "'"/38 is 
in Ho'. By the definition of Jz,  ~,(/3,) is not in a* and %(~,(/3/)) = a t for each 
i, 1 <~ i <~ s + 1. Thus,  for 1 <~ j <~ k <~ s, 
~o2(~t(/3~ ""/3k) ) = ~ol(r/t(/3k)) a s 
= q,~(~,(/3,~)) %(~,(/3~÷l))- 
Since/3k/3~:+~ is in/7o' , %(~7t(/3~)) %(~7t(/3~+1)), being an inner term of ~7t(/3~/3~+1), 
is in L. Thus At(~31 .... ,/3~) = 2~. Therefore t is not in B(/3~ ,...,/3s) and 
#(B( f i l , . . .  ,/3~)) < #(B(% ,..., at) ). Since 
C(/3~ .... ,/3~) C C(o~ ,..., o~), b(/31 ..... /3~) ~< b - -  1. 
Therefore 
e(b(/31 ,..., ]3~)) ~ e(b --  1) ~ s. 
Since/31 "'"/3~ is in Ho', by the minimality of b there exist/3 and an L- loop 
such that 7 is a subword of/3, /3 />,,~+~ /31 "'"/3s, where q = 2 l al "'" c~r [, 
0(/3) = 0(/31 "-/3s), and either 0(7 ) ~ e or alph(7 ) D_ alph(/3~) for some j , 
1 ~<j~s  (so that alph(y) Dalph(~/) for some i, 1 ~<i~<r) .  Letting 
a = % "" %(1)-1/3/38+1, it follows from Lemma A.2 that 
Since 
O~ ~m 0~1 ""  (X3(1)--1/31 "'" /3s/3s+1 = 0~1 "'" O~r" 
o(~) = o (~ ... %(~)_~) e(/3) o(~, .~)  
= o(~1 . . .  ~; (1) -1)  o(/31 . . . / L )  o(/3~÷~) 
= o(~1 . . .  ~,.), 
and y is a subword of ~, (A.6) is contradicted. Hence (A.8) is false. 
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Suppose (A.9) holds. Let 
{i not in At(~ 1 ..... ~r)/1 ~< i ~< r} = {j(i)/1 <~ i <~ s}, 
where j(1) < ". <j (s) ,  letj(s q- 1) = r q- 1, and let/3i = ~-(i)~m)+l -.. ~J(i+l)-i 
for each i, 1 <~ i <~ s. Then s >~ e(b - -  1) by (A.9), and 
~1 "'" ~r = al "'" ~m)-lfil "" fi~. 
By definition, for each j ( i )  and each k >~ j( i ) ,  either ~t(~(i) "'" a~) is in a* 
or ~o~(~t(%-(i)""~k)) is in L. Hence t is not in B(fi I .... ,/3s), so that 
#(B(f i~ ,..., fi~)) < #(B(% .... , ~r)). Since C(fi~ ,..., fi~) _C C(% ,..., ~),  
b(fil .... , fis) ~< b - -  1. Therefore e(b(fi 1 ,...,/3,)) ~< e(b - -  1) ~< s. By the mini- 
mality of b, there is a/3 and an L-loop y such that y is a subword of fi, 
/3 >~+q/31"-'/3s, where q = 2 ] % ' "  ~r ], 0(/3) = 0(/31" " /3 s) , and either 
0(y) v~ E or alph(y) D_ alph(/3,) for some j, 1 ~< j ~< s (so that alph(y) D alph(~) 
for some i, 1 <~ i <~ r). Letting a = % "" %(1)_1/3, it follows from Lemma A.2 
that ~ >~ % "" ~(1)-1fil ""fis = ~1 "'" a~. Since 0(~) ----- 0(% "" at) and ~ is 
a subword of ~, (A.6) is contradicted. Hence (A.9) is false. 
We now use the fact that (A.7), (A.8), and (A.9) are false to prove the 
lemma. Since (A.7) is false, no ~t(c9 "-" a~)= ~?t(cg)'.. ~/~(%) is in a* for 
k - -  j + 1 >/e(b - -  1). Since r >~ e(b), 
#({j/1 <~ j ~< r, ~t(~) not in a*}) >~ e(b)/e(b - -  1) = k~ (~-~). 
Let 
D = {j/1 <~j <~ r, ~/t(%) not in a*, ] %(*h(~j))]/> e(b - -  1)}. 
Since (A.8) is false, 
Since (A.9) is false, 
Thus 
#(D)  ~ k] (~b-1) - -  e(b - -  1) 2 
= ko #-l)(ka °-1 - -  1 )  
ko2(4~-1) , since k o ~ 2 
e(b - -  1). 
#(At (~ l  ,..., ~r)) Af_ #(D)  > r - -  e(b - -  l )  ~- e(b - -  1) = r. 
D n At (%, . . . ,  %) v a ;~, i.e., there exists an integer u in 
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D n At(% ,..., a~). Since u is in D, ~7t(%) is not in a* and 1%@,(~))1 > 
e(b - -  1). Now %(~t(%)) is in a* and ~t is a length-decreasing homomor- 
phism. Thus % is of the form a~ =/31 "'"/ss (~, where s = e(b -  1) and 
~t(/si) = a for each i, 1 ~< i ~ s. Since ~?~(/3~) = a and % is in H0' , /3i =/= e 
for each i and /3~ --./3, is in/70'.  Since ~t(/31 "'"/ss) is in a*, t is not in 
C(/31 , ' " ,  /ss)" Since C(/3~ ,...,/3~) _C C(a 1 . . . .  , a~) and t is in C(% ..... a~), 
#(c(/31,..., 5~)) < #(c(~,  ..... %)). 
Then 
b(A ,..,/3,) = 
~< 
~< 
~< 
< 
#(B(/3, ,...,/3~)) + n#(C(5~ .... ,/3,)) 
n q- n#(C(/31 ,...,/~,)), since #(B(/31 ,...,/3,)) ~ n, 
n(#(c(/3~ ,...,/3,)) + 1) 
, ,#(c(~ ,..., ~)) 
#(B(~ ,..., o,~)) + ,,#(C(~ ,..., ~)), 
since B(% ,..., %) 4= ;~, 
b. 
Thus b(]31 ,...,/38) ~< b --  1. Hence, by the minimality of b, there is a word/3 
and anL-loop p such that fi = fi'~]3", fi ~>~+2q flz""/3,, where q = 2 ] %-"  a r 1, 
0(/3) = 0(ill "'"/3,), and either 0(9)4= e or alph(9)D_ alph(fi~) for some j, 
l~ j~s .  
Suppose 0(9) =/: e. Letting a = % ' "  c%_l/3~au+ 1 -" at ,  
by Lemma A.2. Since O(a) = 0(% --" ~)  and 9 is a subword of a, (A.6) is 
contradicted. Hence 0(9 ) = e. Therefore alph(9 ) D_ alph(/3,) for some j, and 
since ~7~(fiJ)4 = ~, ~t(~2)4= e. By Lemma A.3, there exists l > s such that 
9~ >~+q+q0 P' where qo = 2 ]/s& ]. Let fi =/3'9~/3". Since/3 =/3'~/3", 
#s =/3'f,~#"s >~+~/3'f,/3"s~ =/ss~ 
by Lemma A.2. Since/3 >~+q+q/3~ .../3,,/s& >~+q/3~ .../~,& = % by Lem- 
ma A.2. Let &~ = fi& and for each j, j 4= u, let &~ = %.. Then 
a~ >~+~ #~ ~>~+~ ~,
so that by Lemma A.2, 
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for all j and k, 1 ~< j ~< k ~< r. Since 0(p) = e, it follows that 0(]~) =0(fi) = 
0(~1 "'" ]~s). Thus  
0(&~ -.. a~) = 0(~ .-. ~._~) 0(&~) 0(~.+~ ... ~)  
= 0((gl  "'" O~,u_l) 0(/~&) 0 (0tu+l  "'" EgV, ) 
= 0(0~1 ""  0~g_l)  0(/~1 "'" /~s) 0(&)  0(0~u+l "'" O/r) 
= 0(~ ... ~) .  
We next show that 
Ai(&l ,..., &~) C_ Ai(c~l ,..., c~r) for each i, 1 ~< i ~< r; (A.10) 
and 
#(A,(&I ,..., &,)) < #(At(a1 ,..-, ~r)). (A.11) 
To  prove (A.10), suppose that j is in Ai(&l .... , &~.). Then for some k, 
1 ~< j <~ k <~ r, ~]i(&j "" &~) is not in a* and ~%07i(&j "" &k)) is not in L. Since 
&j "'" &~ >~ %- "'" ak, it follows that alph(&~ -" &~) = alph(a~. "'" ak). Thus  
~i(aj "'" a~) is not in a*. Since (p2(~/i(&~- "-" &~)) is not in L and L(m) C_L, 
~o2@i(&j"" &k)) is not in L(m). Since &j ""&k ~>~ % "'" a~, it follows that 
~o2@i(&j "'" &k)) = ~2(~h(% "'" ~))-  Thus ~2@i(aj'" a~)) is not in L. Therefore 
j is in Ai(ot I , . . . ,  %.), proving (A.10). 
To  prove (A.1 I) in view of (A.10) and the fact that u is in A,(a,  ,..., %), it 
suffices to show that u is not in A~(& 1 ,..., &~). Consider any v, 1 <~ u <~ v <~ r, 
and suppose that ~(&~ "" &~) is not in a*. We shall show that ~%(~(&~ "'" &~)) 
is in L. Now 
alph(fi) = alph(fl), since fi = fi'9fi" and /~ = fi,9zfl,,, 
= alph(fil -.. fi,), since fi >~m+eq ill"'" f i , .  
Furthermore, ~lt(fil"'" fi,) is in a*. Hence ~7~(/~) is in a*. Since &~ = fir and 
au = fll "'" fis&, it follows that 
~o0(~(s~ ... a~)) = %~)  ~0o(~(&~.+~ ... ~) )  
and 
~00(~g(O~. " '"  O~v)) = 7]t(/~l "'" ]~s) ~00(~']t(agu+l " '"  O~v)), 
Since ~?e(9) =/= e and ~ = fi,9zfi., 
I w(/~)l  > ~ > * = I ~(5~ ' /~,)1.  
Thus [ %(W(&~ -" &~)) ]>  t %(W(~,, "'" a~))]. Now 
w(a~ "" a~) = w(C ia~+~ "" ~o) 
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is not in a* and ~t(fi) is in a*. Thus nt(&c%+ 1 --" %) is not in a*. Hence 
~o~(~,(~u ..- &~)) = ~(~,(&~,~+~ ..- ~))  
= ~01(~t( f l l  " ' "  ~s~'u+l  " ' "  (~'o)) 
= ~1(~(~ ..- ~)). 
Therefore 
t %(n , (a~ " '  a~)) I>  I ~(~, (~.  "" a~))l .  
Since &u " '  &~ >/~ au --. %,  it follows from condition (iii) of the definition 
of >/m that 92(~/t(&~ ..- &,)) is in L(m). Hence 9z(~t(&~ "" &~)) is in L, proving 
(A.10. 
We are now ready to complete the proof. Since alph(& 1 -- -&r)~- 
a lph(~l""~r)  , C (& l ' "&r )~C(a l " "c~r ) .  It follows from (A.10) that 
B(a~ ..... a~) C_ B(a~ ..... at). Thus b(&x .... , &r) ~< b. If At(&~ ,..., a~) = ~ , 
then t is not in B(&~ ,..., &r) and b(&~ .... , &~) ~< b - -  5. If  At(& ~ ,..., &r) =/= ;g 
then, by (A.11), 
o < #(&(a~ ..... &r)) < #(&(% ..... ~) )  = d. 
In either case, by the minimality of b and d, there is a word a" and anL-loop 7 
such that 7 is a subword of a", o~" ~ &l "'" &r, 0(o~") = O(& 1 ... &r), and 
either 0(7 ) v~ E or alph(7 ) D_ alph(&~) = alph(~) for some i, 1 ~< i ~< r. Since 
&l"'" &r >/m ~1"" a t ,  a" />~ cq-"  ~r. Since 0(a") - -  0(S~ "-" &r) = 0(~1 "'" a~), 
(A.6) is contradicted. Hence the lemma is proved. 
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